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on purpose

3 Day Neuropresenting ®
Certification
A 12-Month
Presenting with the brain
Leadership Development Immersion
gitp.com.au who choose to lead on purpose
in mind
for women

Present on Purpose
Would you like to be a world class presenter? Would you like to present with clarity,
confidence and charisma?
GITP is raising the standards for presenters and trainers across the globe.
Present on purpose/neuropresenting is a one of kind programme.
The professional development course in Neuropresenting ® is the leading edge, brainfriendly, professional development programme for purpose-driven presenters and trainers.
Are you looking for that presentation edge to be able to deliver powerful presentations or
training sessions that create real change? Perhaps you need the knowledge and skills to be
able connect and engage with your audience quicker and at a deeper level to be more
influential?
Neuropresenting ® is a powerful blend of professional
presenting, adult learning, advanced communication skills,
influence and neuroscience principles It’s all about presenting with the brain in mind.
This programme is for those who aspire to be world class, premier, purposedriven presenters.
If you are a workplace presenter, trainer, sales presenter, busy executive,
professional speaker, business owner or workshop leader, the Neuropresenting
programme will enhance the way you design, plan and deliver any presentation.
You will be presenting and connecting with the brain in mind

Powerful presenting is leading out loud

Our Neuropresenting ® programme is a highly
interactive course designed to equip you with many
engaging and brain-friendly methods to present your
message to a diverse range of clients and audience
members.
Our Neuropresenting ® method/course was also
accredited as an Australian Diploma qualification 2016.

Poor presentations are costly
for any organisation

Programme Lead Facilitator: - Paula Smith is a
communication and presentation skills expert.
Professional speaker, master trainer, author and
business leadership consultant, Paula is also the
leading expert in Presentation Intelligence ®. She
holds the CSP (Certified Speaking Professional)
designation from the National Speakers Association Only a small handful of global professional speakers
hold this designation. Paula's rich professional
experience, solid academic qualifications and her
dynamic and infectious personality makes Paula the
perfect person to lead this innovative professional
development journey.

A powerful presenter presents with the brain in mind

Neuropresenting ®
Presenting is art, science and practice - To be a powerful presenter you need to master all 3

Master class topics
14 ‘Neuropresenting ® Principle’s for trainers and presenters
Presentation Intelligence ®
Explore the learning brain
Brain-friendly learning environments
Presentation design using ‘Neuropresenting ® Principles’
Advanced presentation delivery
Platform skills
Presenting art and science
Adult learning theories and practice
Crafting and delivering powerful stories that matter
Innovative thinking practices and thought leadership
NLP and the world we live and learn in
Workshop and Keynote craft
Methodology magic
Presenting to media
Your authentic presenting style
Speaking influence
Confidence, connection and charisma

Presenters who develop this
knowledge-base and set of skills will
be able to:
Develop client-centric presentations using our ‘Neuropresenting ®
Principles’
Create and deliver powerful training or presentations using high-level
engagement strategies
Apply current adult learning theories and practices to create real
behavioural change
Leverage neurolearning expertise to think critically and develop
innovative presentations
Present with clarity, confidence and skill
Receive a professional certification as a GITP Neuropresenter ®
giving you a competitive advantage

Certified Neuropresenter

Book an in-house
immersion for your
organisation or register for
one of our open
programmes

Powerful and effective presenting is one of the most profitable
skills in modern business

NEUROPRESENTING®
A 3-day master class experience
for purpose-driven presenters,
trainers and workshop leaders
using world-class
Neuropresenting ® and
Presentation Intelligence ®
methods
TAKE YOUR PRESENTING
SKILLS TO NEW HEIGHTS

PLACES ARE
LIMITEDIN EACH
MASTER CLASS

Participants will:
Attend the 3-day presenting immersion master class
Develop high level skills in designing and delivering
powerful brain-friendly presentations
Be participating and contributing to high level
discussions around thought leadership, influence
and leading out loud.
Have ample opportunity to present, and receive
expert and peer feedback
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Register now - Limited Places
$ 2,995 per person - Open programme

$2,450.00 special early bird price

Perth, Sydney, Singapore, London

In-house immersion - Minimum of 6 participants

Contact
paulasmith@gitp.com.au
www.gitp.com.au

